
NET SCRIPT 

Hawaii/Mainland Allstar Net 

DTG:   1600HST / 0200UTC  
 
 

Good evening.  This is __________ (call sign) activating the Hawaii/Mainland Allstar Net. 

The name here is __________. I will be your Net Control.   

 

The purpose of this net is to teach the protocols and procedures of a Net. As always, Constructive feedback is 

encouraged.  All licensed amateurs are invited to check in and participate. We would like to thank all node 

sysops in this group for the use of the network. 
 
This is a formal net, with all net activities directed through net control.  We encourage the use of ITU phonetics.  

The use of the word “break” should only be used to interrupt regular net operations in the event of an emergency.  

 

This net covers the Allstar networks located on All the Hawaiian Islands and many states in the continental US 

and beyond.  

 

We have RF Links comprised of VHF and UHF repeaters and simplex nodes.  RF Links have 3-minute timers.  

There is also some occasional internet delay in the system Therefore, we encourage users to do a minimum 2 

second reset every minute or so between your transmissions.  Also, when you key up, wait 2 seconds before 

speaking. This will ensure all transmissions are heard by everyone.   

                         

This concludes the preliminary announcements. 
 
(Insert a break) 2

 
second break 

 

At this time we'll proceed with check-ins....... Again! …. When checking in, please give your call sign twice 

using ITU phonetics, followed by your name and location.  I will be verifying check-ins so please leave space 

for net control to respond after each check-in. 

 

Following the check-ins, we go through the list for one round of comments by everyone unless you advise 

during your check-in that your in and out – which means you have nothing for the net and we’ll proceed on with 

the next check-in for comments. 

 

(Note: It is at your digression on how you want to do check-ins as N.C... Suggestions would be Guests and 

those first-time users of this system first so all can welcome them to the system. Makes a good impression. 

You can start anywhere or if you want, just take check-ins if can work the pile-up. If you do Island by 

Island and mainland time zones, when finished be sure to make a call for anyone anywhere as stations 

from other than the USA may want to check in.) 
 

Stations please come now: 

 

Use a numbered Log Sheet to keep track of check-ins count. 

 

Per my count, we have _________ stations checked in.  Anyone concur? ______  

 

Are there any final announcements for this evening's net? 

 

Do we have any stations with any comments, questions or other traffic for the net? 

 



Please feel free to hang out after the net for the rag chew session.   

 

This net is voluntary and everyone is invited to participate as net control or alternate net control: If you would 

like to act as net control, contact either one of the following system administrators; NH6HI, WH6AV, AH6OD or 

KH6IN and they/we will schedule you in. Email addresses are good in Q R Zed. This is a good chance for you to 

hone your skills in the event that you happen to be first responder in an emergency situation.  

 

Join us every Sunday at 15:30 HST (that’s Monday at 01:30 UTC) starting with Amateur Radio Newsline and 

followed by the Net at 16:00 HST or 0200 UTC.  

 

(insert your salutation) 

 

The net is officially closed at __________________ hrs. UTC 

 

This is __________________   

                your callsign 

         


